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QUESTION: 144 
When migrating, which method is used to import the TWS database directly from an existing 
Tivoli Workload Scheduler TWS master to TWS V8.4? 

A. Datamigrate 
B. Composer create 
C. Composer display 
D. Composer replace 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 145
 
What is the proper way to export the Tivoli Workload Scheduler V8.4 Security file?
 

A. Dump Users.txt 
B. makesec Security 
C. db2 -user <user> edit 
D. dumpsec > security_update.txt 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 146 
Which two parameters must be set to configure a Fault Tolerant Agent to log messages and 
notification events for the entire Tivoli Workload Scheduler network? (Choose two.) 

A. Full status in FTA workstation definition 
B. OPTIONS=MASTER in FTA BmEvents.conf 
C. LOGGING_REDIRECT=fta_name on MASTER 
D. Monitored Jobs=fta_name in key jobs definition 
E. DUMP_ALL_EVENTS=YES in FTA BmEvents.conf 

Answer: A, B 

QUESTION: 147 
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How can you prevent a job stream from launching without confirmation by an operator? 

A. Specify the Requires Confirmation parameter 
B. Define a prompt dependency on that job stream 
C. Specify a start time when the operator can monitor the job stream 
D. Specify an external dependency on the job stream that is never submitted to the plan 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 148
 
How can netman be configured to listen on a specific port?
 

A. Localopts 
B. Globalopts 
C. Symphony 
D. cpu/workstation definition 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 149
 
What are the minimum requirements in the r3batch.opts file for a user to launch jobs?
 

A. CFuser, r3def 
B. no minimum requirements 
C. LJuser, check interval, check retry 
D. r3host, r3instance, r3password, r3sid, r3user 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 150 
An administrator is instructed to switch the acting Master Domain Manager. Which three 
statements are true about this switch? (Choose three.) 

A. It occurs automatically. 
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B. This change cannot be done. 
C. It can only be done by root or Administrator. 
D. It can be done from a DOS or UNIX prompt. 
E. It can be done from the conman command line. 
F. Job Scheduling Console can be used to make this change. 

Answer: D, E, F 

QUESTION: 151 
When installing a Master Domain Manager using Oracle as the RDBMS vendor, what must 
have already been created for the Oracle database? (Choose three.) 

A. Tws oracle user 
B. Data tablespace 
C. Database tables 
D. Reports tablespace 
E. Raw tablespace views 
F. Temporary tablespace 

Answer: B, D, F 

QUESTION: 152 
A customer wants to be emailed when a scheduled job has abended. What is the best way to 
do this? 

A. The owner of the job manually monitors his jobs from the Job Scheduling Console. 
B. Operations monitor jobs with a status of ABEND and manually sends an email to the 
correct recipient. 
C. The job defined recovery option specifies a script that automatically emails a recipient of 
the abended job. 
D. The Job Scheduling Console monitors jobs that the user defines, and if a job abends, the 
JSC forwards the job and its log data directly to the user. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 153 
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How can a TWS administrator start the event monitoring engine on both Unix and 
Windows workstations? 

A. Conman "start monman" 
B. Conman "start monman ; noask" 
C. Conman "startmon" 
D. Conman "starteme" 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 154
 
Which two logs might offer insight into a connectivity problem? (Choose two.)
 

A. <twshome>/audit/plan/<yyymmdd> 
B. <twshome>/audit/database/<yyymmdd> 
C. <twshome>/stdlist/<yyy.mm.dd>/O<###>.<time> 
D. <twshome>/stdlist/logs/<yyymmdd>_NETMAN.log 
E. <twshome>/stdlist/logs/<yyymmdd>_TWSMERGE.log 

Answer: D, E 

QUESTION: 155 
Given no jobs are defined as GO, and the FENCE is set to zero, a customer wishes to prevent 
all jobs from execting in their entire TWS environment using the CPU LIMIT. What is the 
correct method for preventing jobs from executing on all Workstations? 

A. Conman Ic @; 0; noask 
B. Conman changelimit 0 
C. Conman Ic @!@:0 
D. Conman cI @!@;0;noak 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 156 
Where would you find logs to look for connectivity problems that occurred with Fault 
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Tolerant Agents after the Final job stream runs on June 6, 2008? 

A. <twshome>/log/install.log 
B. /tmp/tws/network/error.log 
C. <twshome>/stdlist/2006.06.08_ TWSMERGE.log 
D. <twshome>/stdlist/logs/20080606_TWSMERGE.log 

Answer: D 
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